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Capital Smart City Islamabad Presentation 

Capital Smart City Islamabad is the principal housing society in Pakistan that is being charged 

on the smart city idea. The idea of a Capital Smart City depends on the assortment, stockpiling, 

and derivation from continuous information. The Islamabad CSC is a task of Habib Rafiq 

Restricted and its partner in the undertaking specifically Future Improvement Holding. 

The Capital Smart City Islamabad has been intended to give eco-accommodating and 

maintainable living to occupants. CSC is set to be situated close to the Thalian trade on the 

Motorway M2 in nearness to New Islamabad Worldwide Air terminal. This is the main lodging 

society, supported by RDA, to be conceded conventional consent of FWO and the Public 

Parkway Power to develop a motorway exchange. Since its presentation in 2018, CSC Islamabad 

has seen an expansion sought after. Area and engineer's notoriety are two central matters 

that land financial backers in Pakistan consider prior to making a venture. With regards to 

the standing of the designer, Habib Rafiq Restricted has a great record of fostering the Guard 

Lodging Authority, Bahria Towns, Multan Worldwide Air terminal, and so on. Aside from this, 

HRL is likewise the designer of Imperial Plantation Multan and all impending Regal Plantation 

Social orders in Pakistan. 

 

Owner & Developers of CSCI 

Capital Smart City Islamabad is a joint coordinated effort between Future Property 

Improvements and Habib Rafiq (Pvt). The Habib Rafiq (Pvt) is a notable name in the land 

business in Pakistan, they are engineers of Bahria and DHA in Islamabad. They have likewise 

effectively executed their own lodging social orders in Sargodha, Multan, and Sahiwal by the 

name of Imperial Plantation Sarghodha, Illustrious Plantation Multan, and Regal Plantation 

Sahiwal separately. 

 

Future Improvements Possessions (Pvt.) 

Restricted (FDHL) 
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FDHL is one of the top Pakistani land engineers and resource the board organization, that helps 

with creating cutting edge smart urban communities to give an extravagant up-scale living as 

well as productive commitments to its clients. FDHL is a gathering affiliation enlisted under 

Organizations Mandate 1984. Various Public and worldwide business substances have met up to 

frame this association. FDHL is a mix of China Liaoning Worldwide Monetary and 

Specialized Collaboration Gathering Organization Ltd (CLIC) and Designing Aspects 

(Pvt.) Restricted (EDL) - two of the main organizations with mastery in initiative and specialized 

abilities. FDHL is committed to giving high level current living involvement with its private and 

modern zones. These zones are totally connected through the crucial Lahore-Islamabad 

Motorway (M-2) and regions around the CPEC Course, with assigned exchanges for direct 

access. 

 

About Habib Rafiq Pvt. Ltd. 

Habib Rafiq Pvt. Ltd. is a development and improvement bunch situated in Pakistan which has 

been liable for probably the most esteemed development and designing ventures throughout 

recent many years. Its accomplishments have been the immediate consequence of unadulterated 

devotion and commitment to their client requests and needs in Pakistan as well as abroad. It 

likewise procured ISO 9000 affirmation because of its quality administration process. HRL has 

been the trailblazer in reforming the substance of lodging foundation and improvement over the 

most recent 15 years and is currently viewed as in the most good and notable names on the 

lookout. The simple name Habib Rafiq is viewed as identical to genuineness, trust, quality, 

and incredible skill, any land improvement bunch related with HRL view themselves as 

very favored and fortunate. Throughout the long term HRL Gathering has been answerable for 

creating regarded lodging plans, for example, Bahria Town and DHA in Pakistan with complete 

work including the obligation of all the foundation of these social orders for example 

development of houses, streets, electrical work, mechanical work, water capacity, gas pipelines 

and furthermore the arranging administrations. 

 

Capital Smart City Overseas Block 

The capital smart city declared its overseas block in the general public at London Dorchester on 

twentieth February 2018. It is the primary society to have presented an extraordinarily planned 

overseas block in any lodging society without precedent for Pakistan, only saved for abroad 

Pakistani dwelling abroad. With this drive, Capital Smart City has planned to offer a protected 

and significant speculation opportunity for overseas Pakistanis to put resources into Pakistan. 

Because of the preeminent area and offices, Overseas Block has quickly turned into the core of 

Capital Smart City. Very soon this block will turn into the ideal future objective of Pakistanis 

living abroad. To book a private or business plot in the Capital Smart City overseas 

block needs to connect a duplicate of their or Abroad Public Personality card alongside the wide 

range of various pertinent reports. 
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Location of Overseas Block 

Overseas Block of Capital Smart City is situated in the upper region to the right half of the 

principal avenue of the general public, close to Motorway M-2. The overseas Block will be 

available straightforwardly through the proposed assigned Trade from the Motorway. 

 

Why Put resources into Capital Smart City 

Overseas Block 

The overseas block holds a high importance in the Capital Smart City housing project. It portrays 

affirmation and appreciation for all the difficult work and exertion Pakistani residents living 

abroad have accommodated our country. Capital Smart City is giving a protected and beneficial 

chance for abroad Pakistani residents to put resources into their country. To make the cycle most 

straightforward as conceivable web based booking has been made accessible for individuals who 

wish to put resources into this venture from any place country they are as of now residing in. 

 

Required Documents for Booking in Overseas 

Block 

These are the reports that are expected for booking a plot in Capital Smart City Overseas block 

 2 Identification size pictures 

 2 Copies of your NICOP 

 2 Copies of Your close to Family/Candidate ID Card 

 Booking amount of the plot 

 

Ownership of Overseas Block 

The ownership of the plots in the overseas block of the general public is supposed to be 

conceded by the main quarter of 2020. The financial backers ought to stay aware of the payment 

plan and pay the portions of the booked arrangement to keep away from any defers in the 

belonging and allotment of your plots. 

 



Overseas Prime Block 

One of the promising blocks of Capital Smart City is the Overseas Prime Block. The block is 

solely for overseas Pakistani yet with further developed and sumptuous offices and 

conveniences. 

 

Overseas Prime Block Residential Plots 

The residential plots of the accompanying sizes are available to be purchased in this block 

 7 Marla 

 10 Marla 

 12 Marla 

 1 Kanal 

 2 Kanal 

 4 Kanal 

 

Overseas Prime Block Commercial Plots 

The residential plots of the accompanying sizes are available to be purchased in this block 

 4 Marla 

 6 Marla 

 8 Marla 

 

Overseas Prime II 

Overseas Prime II offers sumptuous yet reasonable residential plots. 

 

Overseas Prime II Residential Plots 

The residential plots of the accompanying sizes are available to be purchased 

 5 Marla 



 7 Marla 

 10 Marla 

 12 Marla 

 1 Kanal 

 2 Kanal 

 


